
PROFESSIONAL HEADSET

Designed for the comfort of earcups, LOGIC LG-204B Headset 

offers clear stereo sound with uncluttered performance. With this 

headset, the users can enjoy a true listening experience without 

any additional noise.

LG-204B

Features 
 Echo Cancellation 

 Noise Cancellation Microphone

 All Day Wearing Comfort

 Lightweight

 Multiple connectivity options

 Compatible with all Analog/IP & Digital Phones

 Compatible with Leading UC Platforms

 Buttons for Mute and Control Volume (QD-USB)
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Compatible with all Analog/IP & Digital Phones:
Getting the right pair of earcups in headphones is no more a challenge 

with LOGIC LG-204B as it supports both Analog/IP & Digital Phones. Being 

compatible with both the technologies such as with traditional phone lines 

and the latest trend in telecommunications, this headset is quite favorable 

in performance and it offers an upgraded and much-appreciated user 

experience without spending additional cost.

Noise Cancellation Microphone:
With the benefi ts of Noise Cancellation Microphone, this headset helps users 

to share their voice without any background noise. It provides rich, refi ned, 

and realistic sound with well-defi ned bass that cuts off extra noise and lets 

users focus on their work.

All Day Wearing Comfort:
With a sleek outlook, this headset is quite comfortable to use for a long time, 

and importantly, it is stylish and sturdy with leatherite cushions. It lets users 

focus on the calls with unmatched comfort and allows them to move around 

due to its lengthy cables.

Lightweight:
This headset is lightweight and hence, it is easier to wear for a long virtual 

collaboration without getting any interruption or uneasiness.

Compatible with UC:
Compatible with all platforms of Unifi ed Communications (UC) means real-

time communication services with less response time, this headset assists 

any business to experience the new level of performance with utmost 

effi ciency. It gives a hassle-free environment to the users and let them focus 

on just what they want to communicate.

Flexible Speaker Joint

Rotatable Boom

Adjustable Headband

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

H x W x D 15.6 x 18.6 x 5.8 cm

Weight 125 g

TECHNICAL SPECS 

Connections RJ9, 2.5 mm Jack and USB-A compatible (1.1, 2.0, 3.0)

Impedance (Microphone) 2.2K Ω

Impedance (Receiver) 150Ω

Sensitivity (Microphone) -40 ± 3dB 

Sensitivity (Receiver) 100 ± 3dB 

Frequency (Headset) 100-6600 HZ

Cable length 2100 mm

System Requirements   Windows or MacOS  Chrome OS

Package contents QD Cable, User Documentation

Warranty Information 1-year limited hardware warranty

Part Number LG-204B with Default RJ-9 and optional 2.5 mm QD Cable or USB Type-A QD Cable

Specifi cation:

Rotatable BoomRotatable Boom
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Optional Connectivity

Default Connectivity
RJ9

2.5 mm JackUSB Type-A with Controller


